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Australian Performing Arts Market (APAM) Win a Brisbane Getaway: Terms and Conditions 
 

1. Entry to the Competition constitutes acceptance of these terms and conditions. All entry instructions 

and prize information published by Brisbane Powerhouse form part of these terms and conditions. 

 

2. To enter the competition, entrants must fulfil all following entry requirements: 

a. Post an image of their APAM / Brisbane experience on either Facebook or Instagram. 

b. Tagging @adinahotels (Instagram) or @Adina Apartment Hotel Brisbane (Facebook), and 

@apam_brisbane (instgram) or @AustralianPeformingArtsMarket (Facebook). 

c. Follow @adinahotels (Instagram) or @Adina Apartment Hotel Brisbane (Facebook), and 

@apam_brisbane (instgram) or @AustralianPeformingArtsMarket (Facebook). 

d. Using the hashtag #APAM2018. 

 

3. The Competition commences at 12:00 pm AEST on 16/02/18 and closes 11.59pm AEST on 23/02/18 

(Entry Period). No further correspondence regarding the competition will be entered into regarding 

the final result.  

 

4. The Prize Winner will be notified via Social Media on Wednesday 28/02/18.  

 

5. The winner will be awarded: 

a. Two night’s accommodation for two people at Adina Apartment Hotel Brisbane including 

breakfast for two 

b. Brisbane Powerhouse ticket voucher to the value of $100   

c. Dinner voucher for WATT to the value of $100 

Total value of package is AUD $1250.00 

 

6. The two nights’ accommodation has 12 months validity from the date of Adina Apartment Hotel 

Brisbane opening. The prize is not transferrable to any other TFE Hotel or service.  

 

7. The Winner will be required to contact Adina Apartment Hotel Brisbane to confirm their hotel 

booking for use of their accommodation voucher, and also contact WATT for dinner reservation, and 

Brisbane Powerhouse to use ticket voucher.  

 

8. Dates and rooms are subject to booking availability and blackout periods apply.  

 

9. The judges' decision is final and binding. As such, no correspondence will be entered into. 

 

10. If for any reason any element of the Prize becomes unavailable or not capable of being delivered to 

the Winner for any reason beyond the Promoter or TFE’s reasonable control the Promoter and TFE 

will have no obligation to provide a similar prize to the Winner or compensate the Winner in any way. 

 

11. All prize winners agree to the use of their name for publicity and competition purposes, without 

compensation. 

 

12. Prizes are all non-transferrable, not redeemable for cash, credit or product and no exchanges are 

offered. 

 


